
• Know your audience – The following is a general description of students in this age range
(9 - 11 years old) to help you anticipate your audience and think about how to prepare to speak
with them.
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Checklist:
TIPS FOR SPEAKING TO AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 

AUDIENCE

The following is a list of tips for speaking specifically to students in Grades 4, 5 and 6. OJEN can 
provide tips for speaking to students in other elementary school grades when you contact the 
organization at (416) 947-5273 or at info@ojen.ca

• they are somewhere in the “pre-teen” development stage

• they are designated “junior level” by school boards

• they tend to be eager to please, especially around special visitors to the classroom

• they want to belong and can be shy about being singled out in front of their peers
unless their role is neutral or positive

• they are starting to form their own opinions separate from their parents or guardians

• they are beginning to think in abstract terms

• they are developing critical thinking skills

• their views of justice sector professionals and the justice system are shaped mainly by
American media

• they are usually anticipating “serious and intense” volunteers who mainly work in the
area of criminal law

• their trust and respect can be easily gained and easily lost

• they will not readily admit when they do not know something

• they are starting to express their sense of humour
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• Constantly inviting questions from the students

• Making sure the students know that all ideas are okay to share. Ideas are discussed  
for the purpose of explaining and interpreting concepts and solving problems so they  
should not be labelled as “good”, “bad”, “right” or “wrong” 

• Approaching “mistakes” as having value for the learning they provide and being   
natural parts of the learning process  

Think about teaching law as comparable to teaching a new language – Law is a 
new language for the students and you will be introducing it to them for the first time. Remember 
what it was like to be introduced to a second language (i.e., French in Elementary School) and what 
it was like to take a risk trying out that new language for the very first time. As the “legal expert” 
in the room, you are the master of this language of law. The challenge for you will be to hear 
the students try to “talk law” and see the notes they prepare using the language awkwardly and 
to view these attempts as the students’ success without being critical of them. The goal is for 
students to take a risk trying out this new language of law for the first time and feel motivated to 
continue learning law, not to master it or to sound eloquent.
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• Keep in mind some specific trends among each age group and work with them –  
Students in Grades 4 and 5 are still learning to master writing proper sentences, and in Grades 
6 and 7 they are learning to write proper paragraphs. When coaching students to prepare 
written notes, give students permission to write their ideas down first without worrying about 
punctuation, spelling, etc.  Junior level students (Grades 4 - 6) are keen to impress lawyer/
paralegal volunteers. Trying to perform “perfectly” can be a huge obstacle for students and can 
slow down the coaching process for them and you. Help them out by freeing them up from the 
need to impress you with perfection.

• Prepare an icebreaker activity – For example, prepare your answers to the following three 
questions and share them with the students at the beginning of the first session: 1) what was 
your favourite sport or hobby when you were in Grade 4, 5 or 6? 2) what was your favourite 
subject in school when you were in these grades? 3) how would you explain to the students the 
work or studies you are currently doing? This information helps students relate to you as having 
once been a pre-teen like them. It will break down some of the myths and stereotypes students 
have about lawyers and paralegals and it will encourage the students to put themselves in the 
shoes of a lawyer or paralegal and be open to receive what you have to offer as a volunteer.

Work towards the goals of the session – The main goals of OJEN’s children’s programming 
are for children to (1) have positive experiences interacting with people who work in law, 
engaging with the law and with the justice system; and (2) be inspired to want to continue 
developing their legal capability throughout their lives.

Think about how to create a safe learning environment where risks can be  
taken – Effective strategies for creating a successful learning environment include: 
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If you are delivering a mock trial project, have a plan before meeting the 
students to use your limited time together most efficiently (the time will pass 
quickly): – 

Always place the students at the centre of the learning process – This is 
accomplished by using language that junior level students will be able to understand and 
crouching down to their level when working with them one-on-one or in a small group (your 
size can be intimidating).
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• Before the first session, familiarize yourself with all of the materials, including the  
student worksheets

• Prepare ways to explain the concepts in junior level language 

• Have a plan for coaching students – think about how you can organize them so  
that  you work with some individually while others work independently. Then, rotate  
the groups

• Build in time for students to practice their roles 
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